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Every student has to go through the process of writing personal statement in medical school
application, thorough medical essay an admission officer finds out your skills and abilities to suit the
profession or not, on the basis of medical essay you are fully examined by the officer, therefore, you
need to be very careful while writing medical essays in personal statement if you are really
desperate for the admission in medical school.

The biggest thing which s student has to take care of is that he shouldnâ€™t write something which can
go against him or prove him ineligible for the medical school admission, so before you go writing the
medical essay, you must read the following tips that can help you fetch admission in a medical
school of your dreams.

Donâ€™t use any clichÃ© terms:

Admission officer has to go through thousands of medical school applications a day, so obviously itâ€™s
kind of punishment for him reading the same thing again and again. Therefore, try to begin your
medical essay with different and unique tone that will grab the attention of the officer. The most
common way of starting the medical essay is,â€• I always wanted to be doctor becauseâ€¦. â€œ, please try to
avoid these kinds of obsolete opening ideas for the admission officer want to hear something new.
Why not starts your medical essay wriitng with your personal experiences starts exhibited in the
form of anecdote.

Donâ€™t be immodest anywhere:

If you will list down your abilities, qualities and skills, the admission officer will get irritated and move
on to the next application. You have to avoid being immodest in the free medical essays for it will
only destroy your impression. If you really want to show your abilities then you first need to think for
those which are suited for the profession and then show it via any personal experience. The indirect
way of telling your abilities will impress him for sure leaving no sign of immodesty on his mind.

Donâ€™t make it over-crowded with words:

If you think you will impress the admission officer by using high pith ten dollar words in the medical
essay or using medical terms, no, it will only destroy your impression because he is not a fool. He
deals with thousand of application a day, he doesnâ€™t want to know how many words you have stored
in your vocabulary , instead he want to know why should they consider you for the admission so it is
better that you try to convince him in a more subtle manner.

Donâ€™t go round and round of the question:

Many students when donâ€™t know the answer try to trick the officer by talking about here and there
that are bit relevant to the main issue. Again, I would say the admission officer is not a fool, he will
instantly find out whatâ€™s wrong in the essay.

Hence, you should make sure that you have read the above told tips that will help you write a better
piece of essay on medical.
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